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CAUTION 

Basketball is a highly physical sport. If 

you have heart, joint, or any other 

medical conditions that strenuous 

exercise might be dangerous. You 

should consult your doctor before 

you play. 
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Introduction 

Basketball is a great sport. It was created in 1891 by James Naismith. It is played by teams of five on a 

rectangular court. The court has “hoops” at either end. The point of the game is to shoot the ball into 

the other team’s hoop. The Swing offense is a structured movement of all 5 members of the team to get 

the ball into a good position to shoot at the basket. It emphasizes ball movement and screens to get the 

ball close to the basket for an easy score. It is a complex offense that requires coordination of the 

players and should not be used with beginner teams. 

Requirements 

One must be playing a full 5v5 game. It is optimally used against a man to man defense. A man to man 

defense is when the defenders stay with the men as they move across the court instead of staying in a 

particular area. 

Initial Setup 

The offensive team should line up as shown in fig 1. The important thing is to have a triangle on the side 

with the ball. The triangle should consist of a player on the lane line extended with the ball,  a player on 

the wing, and a player on the post. On the 

weak side one player should be on the wing 

and the other should be on the lane line 

extended. Two potential things can occur. 

Player 1 can pass to the 3 on the wing or pass 

the ball to Player 4 at the opposite lane line. 

These two occurrences are described below. 

Figure 1 – Basic Setup 
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Note: Players 1 and 4 may need to V-cut to get open. This is taking 1 or 2 steps in towards the basket 

and then quickly taking 2 or 3 away. This should create ample separation to make the pass. 

Pass to the Wing 
If the point guard passes to the wing (Figure 

2) (3) you should do these things (in order): 

1.  Look to pass to player 5 at the post.  

2. The post player moves up to the 

elbow and sets a screen.  

3. The point cuts down to the block 

running his man off the screen.  The three looks to pass to the 

point. 

4.  The wing looks to pass to player 5 at the elbow. 

5.  Meanwhile, player 4 moves to the opposite elbow.  

6. Player 2 should set a screen for player 4 at the elbow. 

7.  Player 4 fades off this screen to the weak side wing.   

8. The wing looks to pass to player 4. 

9. Five cuts from the elbow up to the lane line extended where the 1 used to be. 

10.  This pass at least should be open.  

Figure 2 – Pass to Wing 
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11. If not, the 5 should v-cut until open and the 3 should pass to him. This sets the offense back up 

into the original set-up just 

with people in different 

places. 

Note: All of the movement should 

occur in approximately 3 seconds. If 

it is too slow, a 5 second call will be 

made against the 3. 

Swing  (Figure 3) 

1. Player 1 passes the ball to Player 4. 

2.  Player 5 takes one or two steps out towards Player 3 and sets a screen.   

3. Player 3 guard runs off of the screen to the strong side block. 

4.  Player 5 pivots to try to get player 3’s man on his back. 

5. Player 4 looks to pass to player 3 at what is now the strong side block. 

6. Player 4 looks to pass to player 5. 

7. If neither of these options are open player 5 should move out to the weak-side wing. 

8.  Player 3 should post up. This sets the offense up in the same initial set-up (except on opposite 

sides).  

 

Figure 3 - Swing 
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Set plays 

There are variations you can do from this general formation that may be helpful in certain scenarios. 

Back door Cut 

If the defender is overplaying the wing and 

trying to prevent the pass a back door cut 

(Figure 4) should be made. This play is good 

both because it can lead to an easy basket and 

it makes the 3’s defender be a bit more 

hesitant about denying the pass and play back 

a bit more. 

1. As player 3 makes his v-cut, player 5 goes out towards the elbow.  

2. As player 3 rapidly cuts outside, he shifts directions and cuts back to the basket.  

3. Player 1 looks to make the bounce pass to Player 3. Hopefully, for an easy lay-up.  

4. If Player 3 isn’t open, player 5 moves out to the wing taking player 3’s old position.  

5. Player 3 posts up in player 5’s old position resetting the offense to the initial setup.   

 

 

Figure 4 – Backdoor Cut 
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Pick and Roll 

The Pick and Roll (figure 4) is a rather classic play. It 

creates isolation on the ball side. There should be 

two defenders between the ball and the basket and 

one of them should get stuck behind player 5 

creating a mismatch. This should either end in an easy basket or one 

of the weak-side defenders must come over allowing a skip-pass for a 

three pointer. The pick and roll first involves:  

1. Player 3 runs to the weak-side corner. This isolates player 5 and the point on the strong side.  

2. Player 5 comes up and sets a screen for player 1 right inside the three point line. 

3. Player 5 then rolls attempting to catch player 1’s man on his backside.  

4. If player 1 is open coming off the screen, he shoots or drives.  

5. If not, he moves to player 3’s old position as player 5 cuts to the basket.  

6. The one looks to pass to player 5 during the cut. 

7. If the pass is not made, the four moves from weak-side to the strong-side where player 1 was. 

8. Player 2 moves to where player 4 was. 

9. Player 3 replaces Player 2. This puts you back into the initial setup. 

Note: If defenders move from the weak-side to the strong-side to help at any time look to skip pass 

to one of the open men on the weak-side for a three. 

Figure 5 – Pick and Roll 


